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X 
The problem of finding 2 in n dimensional Euclidean space such 
that f~(2) -< 0, i = 1, 2, -. .  , N, is considered. The only assumption 
on the fi is that a solution exists in the quantized unit hypercube. 
Implicit ly exhaustive solution procedures, which obtain solutions 
by implicitly considering every point in the quantized space without 
making computations at each point, are studied. The implicitly 
exhaustive feature is made possible by adapting "space filling curves" 
to discrete spaces of general dimensionality. 
Several space filling curves are surveyed, and Peano's continu- 
ous mapping from the unit interval onto the unit square is used as a 
basis for defining a mapping from the unit quantized interval onto 
the unit quantized hypercube, and inversely. Ternary arithmetic 
is the basis for the required functional relationships in the discrete 
mapping. 
The discrete mapping has attributes of quasi-continuity, and spe- 
cific numerical bounds are derived in this respect. I t  is shown that 
these bounds are of optimal order dependence on the relevant vari- 
ables. 
I t  is shown how to use knowledge of first and second order prop- 
erties of the f~ to obtain solutions on a digital computer using space 
filling curves as a basis for the concept of implicitly exhaustive 
search. The only global properties assumed are bounds on first, or 
possibly second, order variations. 
Concluding remarks bear on the ultimate practicality of the 
method, and present a limited amount of experimental data. 
SYMBOLS 
n dimensional Euclidean space 
point in E~ 
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unit hypercube in E,, 
non-negative integers 
a function of x 
the number of fl (x) 
an odd integer greater than 1 
quantized Us, each variable divided into 3 m quanta 
the product nm 
unit interval divided into 3 ~ quanta 
vectors in Rn m 
components of vectors in R~ m 
characters in ternary representation f aj and bj 
points Jn R1M 
characters in ternary representation of r and  s 
ternary characters 
"don't care" ternary character 
mapp ings  f rom R IM onto R ,  m 
sets of ternary characters 
q norm, q ~ 1 
q 
q - -1  
1 if i = 1 or j  -- n and  0 otherwise 
functions of n 
vo lume of n dimensional hypersphere of radius y 
non-negative function of a 
gradient 
positive number  
a set in R1 M 
a set in R~ TM 
positive function of n and k 
1 if i = 1 and j < n and 0 otherwise 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the prob lem of finding a point ~ in the n dimensional unit 
hypercube Us  c E~ such that 
/~(~) _-< 0 i = 1, 2,-.. N. (i) 
The  oifly assumptions on the f~ relate 'Go first and second order varia- 
tions. For  example, it may be assumed that for each x C U~,  
f (y )  >= f (x)  -- Dl(x) l ly - x[[q (2) 
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or  
f (y )  >= f (x )  - -  D l (x ) l l y  - -  xl l  q - -  D2(x ) l l y  - xl lq 2 (3) 
for all y E U~, where/)1 and D~ are known positive fuDctions. 
In this paper it is shown how to use "space filling curves" to converge 
to a solution of this problem when a solution exists, or to determine the 
non-existence of a solution if such is the case. The method may be 
termed "implicitly exhaustive search" because it operates by implicitly 
accounting for every point in a quantized space without making compu- 
tations at every point. 
Space filling curves are briefly described and then an anaJytic form 
for a mapping from the quantized unit interval onto the quantized unit 
hypercube is presented; the mapping is based on ternary representation 
of quantities. 
Specific numerical bounds for the quasi-continuity possessed by the 
mapping for the quantized spaces are derived, and it is shown that these 
bounds are of optimal order dependence on the relevant variables. It is 
shown how to use the mapping and its associated bounds to converge 
to a solution of the programming problem (1) under assumptions such 
as (2) or (3). Concluding remarks bear on the ultimate practicality of 
the method. 
II. SPACE FILLING CURVES 
Space filling curves are continuous mappings from the unit interval 
onto the unit square; they were originally exhibited in order to demon- 
strate the existence of such mappings. They provide simple examples of 
continuous, non-differentiable functions. A summary of the subject has 
beer given by Hobson (1927). 
The first space filling curve was given by Peano in 1890 in analytic 
form, in terms of a ternary representation f quantities. In geometric 
form, Peano's curve is obtained by continuing the sequence of curves 
of Figs. la and lb. 
In 1891 Hilbert gave another curve, Figs. 2a, 2b and 2c, in geometric 
form only. Application of Hilbert's curve in an engineering context has 
been considered by Abend, Harley, and Kanal (1965). 
In 1900 Moore and Schoenflies gave a geometric method for construct- 
ing a curve when the square is divided into (v~) ~ quanta, where v >= 3 
is a fixed odd number. When v = 3 their curve reduces to Peano's. 
Here analytic forms compatible in principle with digital compu~ers are 
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required, so only binary and ternary based systems need be considered. 
Hilbert's curve is naturally expressible in terms of binary representa- 
tions, but an analytic form for Hilbert's curce, generalized from the unit 
square to the unit hypercube, is a separate problem which will be treated 
in ~ subsequent p~per. Here our programming method is developed 
using a generally straightforward generalization of Peano's curve. 
Let R~ m designate the unit hypercube Un c En after e~ch component 
has been divided into 3 TM quanta. R~ TM consists of vectors a C R~ ~. The 
vector a replaces x; it has n components al ,  as, • .. a~ and each com- 
ponent may take on the 3 TM wlues 0, 3 -~, 2.3 -~, 3 -'~+1, - . .  1 -- 3 -~, 
IIi1~11111 
I I ' l '  ~11 
I I r"h ml !  
III I I I I!!11 
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F71 
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I L 
IF 
FIGS. la, lb. Sequence of Pe~no curves 
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i.e., each aj is representable asan m ternary character number 
1 2 m 
a~.  = .,~ja:- " - "  v~i  , 
where a /  = 0, 1, or 2. The notation b, bj., and ~:.~ may also be used for 
these entities. 
The unit interval, quantized into 3 ~ points, is designated R~ ~. An 
element r C R1M may take on the 3 ~ values 0, .2 -M 2.3 -M, 3 -~+1, • .. 
- -M  1 -- 3 , i.e., r is expressible as an M ternary character number 
1 1 1 2 2 a m 
r ~ .P lP2  " "  Pn  P l  " ' "  PnP l  " ' "  Pn  • 
The notation s, ~ may be used in place of r, pj. Note M = ran. 
DEFINITION. Let ~ and v denote ternary characters. Define 
T(ztvl,v2, . . .  v~) = [ i  -- 
# 
k 
if ~v]  is even 
k 
if ~v i  is odd. 
The summation of the vj is according to ordinary, not modulus 3, 
addition. 
LEMMA 1. I f  X, #, and v are te~7~ary characters and if 
then 
X = T(~I  91, ~ ,  - "  , vj) 
= T (X l  91, ~,  - - - ,  ~) .  (4)  
Also in general 
T(~ I ~1, v2, . - .  , v5,  T (v j+ l  I v j+2,  v j+a ,  - . .  , vk))  
(5)  
= T (v I  ~1, ~,  " "  , ~s+1). 
The validity of (4) and (5) are clear from the definition of T. 
DEFINITION. A finite Peano mapping P~ is a mapping from R1M to 
R~ ~ such that 
~/  = T(p/Ip~', pJ, •, pi-,, ~/)  (6)  
where (~/stands for a set of ternary characters: 
~tj = {p~: l i ' < i and j '  ~ j} .  (7) 
LEMMA 2. The mapping P~ is one to one and onto, with inverse (p m)-~ 
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such that 
tO j  ~--- 0~i  ~ 0 /2  ~ " • " ~ 0/3"- -1 
where (~/ stands for a set of ternary characters: 
a/= {0/~: [ i '< i  and j '# j} .  
The proof of this follows directly from the definition (6), (7) and the 
properties (4) and (5). 
The critical property  of the mapping p,m is its quasi-continuity, i.e., 
the fact that  a small increment in r implies a correspondingly small in- 
crement in a, where a = P~m(r). Specific numerical  bounds for this 
quasi-continuity are now derived. 
Tn~EOREM. Let r, s C R1M with 
0 =< s - -  r < 3 -k (8) 
where 
k=n( i -1 )+ j  l<- i<-m, l<=j<=n.  (9) 
p m Let a -~ ~ ~ ( r ) and b = P~ ( s ) . Then 
Ha - b[t~ -<_ (3n - 22' + 3 - 2~,j.)3 -~ - n3 -~ (10) 
Ila - b[[2 < 3-~[(9n - 83 + 27 - 24~.) 
(11) 
-- (6n -- 43" + 6 -- 4~-)3 -(~-~) + n3-2(m-'~] 1/2 
IIa - -  bilbo < (6  - -  4& j  + ~/~j.)3 -~ - -  3 -~  (12)  
where 
otherwise 71i = 
and the norm notation is the usual one: 
i f  l <= q < ~ and 
10 i -  1 and j < n 
otherwise 
ll a -- bl]q = (~ ]a~ -- bJ[q) 
- :  bl!  : max  t - I .  
Y 
Proof. Consider the effect of adding s -- r to r. Suppose s - r < 3 -k 
and there is.no carry to the i, j position in the addit ion of s - r to r; 
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then only the last M - /c characters of r change. Hence j components 
of a increment by  an amount  < 3 -~ - 3 -m and the remaining n , j 
components increment by  an amount  <= 3 -(~-1) - 3 -m. 
If there is a carry to the i, j posit ion in the addit ion of s - r to r, 
or if s - r = 3 -k, then it  is necessary to allow some addit ional  incre- 
ments in a. The quantit ies r and s are related thus:  
T "Pl I P21 4' i . . . .  pj ,  22 . . .  22p j  00""~0 
1 1 i t i 
s = .;1 m- - ' "~ j 'OO'"OO~j  00""00 ,  
i '  i where pj, is the last character  not following p~ which is not a 2 and 
i '  i '  ~--~ ~ i '  
o-j, = vJ' -k 1. The character ~/  0 if p /  2 and is identical to as, if 
i and j '  j ) .  p j- ~ 2 (since then i '  = = 
Disregarding inerements past  the i, j position, there may be an incre- 
ment  only in the j ' th  component,  by  the definition of P~.  
I f  j '  > j ,  then a f ,  has four possible forms: 
1 2 i ' - - I  i 
.a j ,  a j  . . . .  a~, 0 2 2 . . . 2 2 a~ . . . .  
1 2 i'--I 
.c~j, a j  . . . .  a j ,  2 0 0 . . . O O a~ . . . .  
a j ,  = 1 2 i'--i i 
.a~, a] . . . .  a j ,  122 . . .  22as  . . . .  
1 2 i ' - - I  
.~j ,  ce~ . . . .  a.e, 100 . . .  0 0 a~ . . . .  . 
The corresponding b ;  would be 
I 2 i'--i 
• as 'a~ . . . .  as'  100 . . .  00~ . . . .  
I 2 i'--I 
.aj, a~ . . . .  a~, 122 . . .  22 /~ . . . .  
b j" "~ 
1 2 {'--1 
.aj, a~ . . . .  a i ,  200 . . .00~ . . . .  
1 2 i ' - -1 
.ai, a~" . . . .  a j ,  022 . . .  22 f~ . . . .  . 
In  each case the difference between aj, and b~., is 3 -(~<), disregarding 
increments past  the i, j position. 
I f j '  =< j ,  the s i tuat ion is very  much the same except hat  the difference 
between ai, and b j, is -~ 3 , disregarding increments past  the i, j position. 
I f  i = 1 or j = n, then j '  =< j ,  land j --  1 components of a increment 
by  not more than 3 -~ --  3 -m, one component  increments not more than 
2.3 -~ --  3 -'~, and the remaining n -- j components increment not more 
than 3 -(~-~) --  3 -m. 
I f  i ~ 1 and j < n, then it  is possible that  j '  > j ,  so the worst case 
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Fro. 3. Norm bounds (q = 1) for case n = 5, m = 4 vs. k 
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is that  j components increment not more than 3 -~ - 3 -'~, n - j - 1 
components increment not more than 3 -(~-~) - 3 -~, and one component 
increments by not more than 2-3 -(~-~) - 3-% 
The relations (10) - (12)  are readily computed from these observa- 
tions. 
In  Figs. 3-5 the expressions (10)-(12) are plotted for n = g and  
m=4.  
Approx imat ions  to ( I0)-(12) are of some interest both for applica- 
tions and  the purposes of the present analysis. If terms in 3 -~  are 
ignored in the computat ion  of the norms, then by  direct calculation, 
recalling k = n(i  - 1) + j and  setting ~.  = 0 and  7~: = 0 in (10)-(12) 
lla - bll~ =< g l (T~)n3  -k In  (13) 
where 
and 
where 
and 
( .2 
i l  + : 2,3 
gl(n) / 
[1.16(1.51) ~j~ n _-> 4 
(14) 
%n ~ l - ° -k /  n !la -- bll2 < g2t jvno  (15) 
[ 1.33 ( 1.401 )11/~ 
10_>-n>_2 
n> 11 
(16) 
Ila -- bl!~ =< 6.3-k/L (17) 
Expressions (13), (15), and (17) are plotted in Figs. 3-5 for the ease 
n = 5, m = 4. In  application, closer approximations to (10) - (12)  
would be desired, but (13), (15), and (17) give a good idea of the 
order dependence of the norm bounds on k and n. 
Another way to express these results is to note that  a general incre- 
ment  Ar is such that  3 -(~+1) < I Ar I =< 3-~ for some k. Consequently 
"~ f-' ,~--(k+l)/nol[n ]I~all2 < ge(n) 'vno  o < g2(n)~31z~l ,~r l  (18) 
By  taking m = ~,  P~ is a continuous mapping from the unit interval 
onto the unit hypercube, (however, it is not one to one for m = ~ ) so 
the bounds (13), (15), (17), and (18) hold for all m < ~.  
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An important question is that of the optimality of the order depe~ld- 
enee of the bounds (13), (15), and (17) on n and k. To show that (15) 
is of optimal order, let Q~" be any mapping from R~ M onto R.~; a = 
Q~m(r). The mapping P~ is a special case of Q~. Take some k and the 
(3 ~ -[- 1)/2 points r0 = 0, r~ = 2.3 -k, r2 = 4.3 -k, r~ = 6.3 -k, -.- r3k_~/2 = 
(3 k - 1)3 -k. Define the sets 
S~ = {r l l  r - r~ I < 3 -~} • 
Each of the sets maps into some set Ai in R~m; Ai  = Q~m(S i ) .  i f  m = oo, 
then the sets A~ cover R~ ~ = U~. Suppose that in place of the bound 
(15) the bound 
]la -- bit: <= h2(n, k)~c/n3 -k/~ 
holds. Then each A~ must be included in a hypersphere of radius 
h2(n, k)~/n3 -k/', and these hyperspheres cover U~. 
The volume V~(y)  of an n dimensional hypersphere of radius y is 
~Tr)  y ~ even 
V~(y)  = n(n -  2) (n - -  ~i) . . .  (2) 
t 2/~)1/2(2~)~/2y ~ 
n(n  -~ 2~ ~ 4)) . : -  (1) nodd. 
By an argument similar to that used to derive Stirling's formula 
n(n  - 2)(n - 4) . . .  (1) or (2) > e-(~-l)2n~/2 
SO 
V~(y)  < (2~e)n ~ 
el/2~rbn[2 
Since the system of spheres covers U~ 
3 ~ ~- 1 (2~e) ~/2 h~(n, k)n~/23_k _ 1 
2 el/2~fb hI2 
SO 
1 
h~(n, k)  >= (2~e)l/---- ~ i k > .24 
so (15) is of optimal order in dependence on n and k. 
This argument works on (17), with q = oo, but not on (13) where 
q=l .  
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III. PROGRAMMING WITH SPACE FILLING CURVES 
Let the original problem (1) be expressed in the revised form of a 
requirement to find a C R~ m such that 
f i(a) _-< 0 i = 1 ,2 , - . .  ,N .  (19) 
In what follows ai denotes a particular value of the vector a, and should 
not be colffused with a component aj .  
In an iterative procedure generating a sequence {rj, aj}, where 
a j  = P~'~(r j ) ,  suppose (19) is not satisfied for a = as. Suppose further- 
more that it may be established, on the basis of known local properties 
of the f~, that all a in a neighborhood of as are also outside the solution 
set of (19). Then by using (10)-(12), or some approximation to (10)- 
(12), one may establish an rj+: such that if rj =< r < rj+l and a = 
P~'~(r), then a is not a solution. Then we let as+: = Pn'~(rs+:)  and begin 
a new iteration. If r0 = 0, this is an implicitly exhaustive procedure for 
searching Rn TM for a solution to (19). 
The effectiveness of the method depends on our ability to establish 
about an aj which is not a solution, reasonably large neighborhoods 
which are also not in the solution set, when such neighborhoods exist. 
While there is opportunity for considerable ad hoc analysis in this respect, 
it may be said that in general one would make use of knowledge of first 
and second order properties of the f~, as now outlined. 
1. FIRST ORDER PROPERTIES 
If a bound is put on first differences of f (a) ,  then for any a C RO, 
f (a)  > f(as) - D:[[a - ajIl ~ 
where D~ is a positive constant and q = 1, 2, or ~.  If, on the other hand, 
f is convex then 
f(a) => f(a~) + (Vf(as), a - as} => f(as) - ]lVf(as)[[vlIa - as]l~ 
where 1/p  = 1 - (1 /q )  and Vf  is the gradient if f is differentiable in
E~, (V f  is a pseudo-gradient if f is not differentiable in E~ ; Blitz, 1967). 
In either case, then 
f (a)  => f(as) -- D:(as)lla - as[[~ (20) 
where D:(a~) is a non-negative function of as. Taking 
/(as) (21) 
e - Dl(aj) 
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it follows that if f(a~) > 0 and lla -- aj[[~ < e then f (a)  > 0. 
2. SECOND ORDER PROPERTIES 
A second order generalization of (20) is 
f (a)  >- f (a j)  -- Dl(a¢)Ha -- a~lt~ - D2(a¢)[In -- ajtlq 2 
and corresponding to (21) one has 
= ~ D1 ~ A_ f(a~)~l/2 D1 (22) 
e \-~-~22 D2 ] 2D2" 
3. MODIFIED SECOND ORDER PROPERTIES 
The expression (22) is somewhat more difficult to compute than (21), 
and one might prefer something simpler which retains second order 
properties. For lla - a~.ll ~ < e0 
D2(aj)lla -- ajllq 2 ~ eoD2(aj)fla - a¢I]q. 
Let 
= ra in /  f(a ) [/)l(a~-) --+ ~0 D2(aj) ' " 
Then i f J (ai)  > 0 and Ila - ai]]~ < e =< e0 it follows that f(a)  > 0: 
A remark on the case where f is concave is relevant here. Besides con- 
sidering using the preceding techniques, one may also note that the set 
where f(x) > 0 in En is convex. Hence the convex hull of any set of 
points for which f (a)  > 0 is outside the solution set of (19). If, about 
a j ,  f (ai)  > 0, a set of points is found such that f(a)  > 0 for each point 
in the set, and such that the convex hull of the set includes ai and is of 
dimensi0nality n, then a neighborhood of aj outside the solution set is 
established. A minimum of n A- 1 poirrts about a~ (forming an n dimen- 
sional simplex) is required in this method. Whether or not such a tech- 
nique would have" an advantage over a more straightforward approach 
would depend on the application involved. 
IV. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has presented the minimum set of facts necessary to show 
how to obtain solutions of the very general problem (1) on a digital 
computer using space filling curves as a basis for the concept of im- 
plicitly exhaustive search. Roughly speaking, we require knowledge of 
some degree of continuity of the fi in order to get solutions. 
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The method has been investigated experimentally (Elfand, 1968). 
The investigation of Elfand was on a CDC 6400 computer, with opera- 
tions involving ternary forms in assembly language and ordinary arith~ 
metic operations in FORTRAN. TO give a general idea of computational 
times required, the method was applied to the solutions of the  linear 
problems of finding ai such that 
1 - -  a~ - -  a2 - -  as - -  a4  - -  a5 <_- 0 (23)  
4.8 - -  a l - -  a2- -  as - -  a~--  at <= 0 (24) 
6- -  a l - -  ~- -as - -  a~- -  a~=< 0. (25)  
The value of m was 5. The problem (23) has a solution for a very low 
value of r, (24) has a solution only for a very high value of r, and ~25) 
has no solution in the unit hypercube. 
The solution of (23) required 3,605 iterations to determine a solution 
where 
r = . 0000000100000000012210000 
al = .00221 as = .01012 
as = .00222 a4 = .02222 
a5 = .02222. 
The solution of (24) required 22,671 iterations to determine s solution 
where 
r = .2222210000122220222210000 
al = .21101 as -- .22222 
as = .22222 a4 = .22222 
as = .22222. 
For (25), 64 iterations were required to determine that no solution 
exists in the unit hypercube. 
The number of iterations performed per second was about 150. 
I t  is anticipated that the future use of space filling curves based on 
binary representations (i.e., generalizations of Hi]bert's curve) will re- 
duce the number of iterations required in these examples, since the norm 
bounds corresponding to (10)-(12) will be lower for equal increments 
in r (particularly for higher values of n). Also, the number of iterations 
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performed per second will be much higher due to the greater compati- 
bility:of a binary relationship between r and a with existing digital com- 
puters. The ternary relationships in the present case are rather awkward 
to realize, 
As a consequence of these facts, the method presented here should be 
regarded as a potentially practical method of solving problems of the 
mathematical programming type which do not have the detailed struc- 
tures (e.g., convexity, linearity) usually assumed in such cases. 
It  should be mentioned that the present method is not as tolerant of 
errors in the same degree that convex programming techniques are, 
because of its exhaustive search character. I t  is possible to superimpose 
random noise on a convex programming algorithm, or even consider the 
constraints randomly, and yet obtain convergence with probability one 
(Butz, 1967). No reasonable analogous possibility is apparent in im- 
plicitly exhaustive search. 
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